
VERSION CONTENTS REPORT

VERSION : 2.0.16.1 RELEASED : 15/08/18

REF MODULE DESCRIPTION TYPE COUNTRIES

FOC-3418 Benefits BugWhen a benefit was deleted and the amount recouped 
from the patient, the dispense was reopened but a 
benefit could not be reapplied within the dispense review 
screen.

All

FOC-3761 Benefits BugThe reason for return and reason for reversal selection 
controls from the Claim Adjustment screen were empty 
and nothing could be selected.

All

FOC-3893 Benefits BugThe insurance benefits adjustments screen can no longer 
remove benefits which were added using the "Late 
Benefit" feature (which allows benefits to be added to a 
sale after the initial tender). This is because late benefits 
get added as their own independent sale (dated as per 
the date of the operation) and not part of the original sale. 
To delete the benefit entirely (in order to recoup) therefore 
leaves the application with an entirely empty transaction 
that cannot be recouped against.

All

FOC-3780 Central 
Maintenance

Bug(Central Maintenance only) When the user tried to merge 
Recall templates or Label Templates, 'The template has 
been formatted incorrectly' message displayed although 
the formatting was correct.

All

FOC-3810 Central 
Maintenance

Bug(Central Maintenance Only) The 'Post Code' eraser would 
not remove the text from the staff or practice 
maintenance screens.

All

FOC-3313 Clinical 
Records

EnhancementThe Lens Meter screen in the Clinical version of Focus 
2.0 had a label for the date selection control that was 
causing confusion. The label has been changed from 'Rx 
Date' to 'Date' and a tooltip hint of 'The date of the 
prescription of the glasses measured' added when the 
mouse is hovered over the date control

All

FOC-3904 Configuation Bug'Alt Tel 1' and 'Alt Tel 2' fields have been removed from 
the Practice Details Configuration screen.

All

FOC-3606 Configuration BugIn the 'Option Maintenance' section of the Application the 
user can now enable an automatic logout setting. Once 
enabled the user can set the logout timer, the 
screensaver type and how they will re-login.

All

FOC-3217 Dispensing BugIn the Dispense/Sales screen, if a dispense was taken to 
the till and another user on another computer was editing 
a spectacle or contact lens dispense for that same 
patient, a warning message would advise against taking 
the dispense to the till but it was still allowed to be taken 
to the till. 
This has been changed to always prevent the dispense 
being taken to the till if these circumstances exist due to 
errors being caused when the message was ignored.

All

FOC-3287 Dispensing BugThe previous spectacle dispenses dialog screen was not 
always showing all previous dispenses for a patient. If the 
Jobs screen had been accessed during the current 
session, the previous dispenses displayed were not 
correct

All

FOC-3427 Dispensing BugAbility to acquire trace data from a connected frame 
tracer unit, into the Spectacles Dispense and Stocks 
module, was added.

All
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FOC-3472 Dispensing EnhancementWhen dispensing a new pair of spectacles in the Non-
validated version of Focus, the user was unable to edit 
the value that had been calculated for the "Min Blank 
Size".

All

FOC-3473 Dispensing Bug(Non-Validated dispensing only) When dispensing 
spectacles, the application enforces the user to select 
appropriate lens type and the distance(s) required. When 
dispensing frames with 'own pair of lens' selection, the 
validation message ‘Please choose the distance 
required' was displayed and prevented the user from 
dispensing frame only spectacles.

All

FOC-3528 Dispensing BugThe New Dispense screen has been changed to display 
a confirmation message to the user: "Contact lenses 
have been overwritten by another session. The items will 
be updated. Are you sure you wish to continue ?." to 
warn that the contact lens items have been overwritten 
by another user.

All

FOC-3788 Dispensing BugIn the dispense spectacles screen with the 'Validated 
Spectacles' 'Validate Frame Measurements' configuration 
option set to 0 the box measurements was not being 
validated at all, even if there was data populated. This 
configuration option should not affect the validation of the 
data that has been entered into the measurement boxes 
it should just validate blank entries into the boxes.

All

FOC-3848 Dispensing BugThe default value for the configuration option that 
determines the level of validation on frame measurements 
was incorrect. While frames were being validated the 
application was allowing the user to continue with a 
warning message, the default now is to validate no 
frames unless the user changes the configuration option 
themselves.

All

FOC-3874 Dispensing BugThe wrong item type was getting added for sunglasses, it 
was getting assigned the value of 8 which corresponds to 
the "Other" types, instead of 10 which corresponds to 
sunglasses. This meant that when dispensing a pair of 
sunglasses an SMS message would not get sent 
following a sunglasses dispense.

All

FOC-3881 Dispensing BugWhen searching for lenses using the Search Option 
within the application, the style, material and colour lens 
search options were not working as the drop-down list 
was always empty.

All

FOC-3896 Dispensing BugWhen searching for contact lenses using the Search 
Option within the application, the material search options 
were not working as the drop-down list was always 
empty.

All

FOC-3285 Examinations BugWhen copying a previous contact lens visit in the CL 
Examination screen (Focus 2.0 Clinical only), the 
conclusion notes were also being brought forward to the 
new visit.

All

FOC-3569 GDPR EnhancementA Data Protection configuration screen was added to the 
application. It allows users to configure the template 
documents. The disclaimer text that appears in the data 

All
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protection screen, and which activities they wish to 
explicitly request content for.
The remove patient disclaimer text is the text that 
appears when the user wishes to process a request to 
be forgotten.
If a system has specific modules turned on, for example, 
Recall, Email, SMS, Surveys, Third Party, Mail and 
Marketing, then the corresponding area will be available 
for patient consent request. Marketing and Third Party 
sections are mandatory, other sections are optional. 
Configuration screen also facilitates the patient consent 
age and minimum retention period.

FOC-3682 GDPR BugA Data Protection configuration screen was added to the 
application. It allows users to configure the template 
documents. The disclaimer text that appears in the data 
protection screen, and which activities they wish to 
explicitly request content for.
The remove patient disclaimer text is the text that 
appears when the user wishes to process a request to 
be forgotten.
If a system has specific modules turned on, for example, 
Recall, Email, SMS, Surveys, Third Party, Mail and 
Marketing, then the corresponding area will be available 
for patient consent request. Marketing and Third Party 
sections are mandatory, other sections are optional. 
Configuration screen also facilitates the patient consent 
age and minimum retention period.

All

FOC-3650 Imaging EnhancementA new configuration option has been added to Focus 2.0 
to allow the user to customise the caption of the pages 
like Fundus, Anterior, Other, Fluorescein, Perimetry, 
Scan under Imaging from the Configuration Options

All

FOC-2994 Letters BugThis option is so that if another user on another computer 
changes the letters in any way, other users on other 
computers will get the latest version when entering the 
recall screen without having to log out and back in again.

All

FOC-3607 Letters BugWhen integrated with MS Word for letters and using the 
Ocuco hosted environment there were intermittent 
instances of "Cannot open file TempTemplate.doc. The 
process cannot access the file because it is being used 
by another process" errors.

All

FOC-3786 Letters BugThe 'Alias' bookmark has been removed from the 
application as the field is not available within the Patient 
screen.

All

FOC-3827 Marketing BugOn selecting 'Other Products' as the query parameter, 
'Fee' as the value and  any value for Maker field, we are 
getting an error 'Cannot perform on a closed dataset' and 
'invalid identifier'. A fee does not have a 'Maker' so this 
field has been disabled.

All

FOC-3873 Marketing BugIn the Marketing Analysis module, when saving query 
parameters, additional parameters were added to the 
saved query that were not selected by the user. This was 
due to the use of '<New Query>' template name because 
this query template must be empty at all times.

All
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FOC-3167 Ordering BugThe Contact Lens Order form could not display the full 
contact lens name if it contained more than 40 
characters.

All

FOC-3834 Ordering BugA patient order with no order type was causing orders to 
be stuck within the orders modules because they had job 
number value 0, no dispense reference and the record 
looked invalid. This order record could not be progressed 
within the orders module so data fix was required.

All

FOC-3843 Ordering EnhancementThe 'Order Later' order type option has been removed 
from the Dispense Fulfilment screen.

All

FOC-889 Ordering BugIn the Jobs screen, if the print or preview orders button 
was pressed and there were no valid orders to print, it 
would appear that nothing was occurring in Focus 2.0. A 
message advising that there is nothing to print has been 
added

All

FOC-466 Patient Notes EnhancementIf an SMS message is sent to a patient from the Patient 
Jobs screen, a note is now added to the Patient Notes.

All

FOC-3527 Patients EnhancementThe patient email address has been expanded to allow 
for up to 100 characters to be entered

All

FOC-2504 Recall BugIn Recall letter printing, if the 'Current Patient' option was 
selected, when it came to updating the status for the 
patient recall the last patient in the list was updated 
rather than the chosen patient

All

FOC-3037 Recall BugIn Central Maintenance. there is an extra tab in Recall 
showing the recall histories by practice and by recall 
type. This was showing the practice that the recall was 
run at rather than the practice that the letter was for. This 
has been changed to show the correct practice.

All

FOC-3829 Recall EnhancementThe ability for the user to edit the 'Recall Scheme' on an 
old visit has been disabled, they can now only edit the 
'Recall Scheme' on the current prescription.

All

FOC-3621 Recalls BugWithin the Recall module, an incorrect email was sent 
out to the patient when a different letter was previewed 
before the recall email was sent to the patient.

All

FOC-3791 Recalls BugIn the "Basic Rx" tab on the Rx screen, if the "Update 
Recall" checkbox is ticked and you change the "Recal 
scheme" value and then click either the "Previous" or 
"Next" button then a message occurs saying: "Recall 
details for this patient have been changed on another 
computer. Any changes you have made to the recall 
details on this screen will be discarded. Press OK to 
refresh the recall details."

All

FOC-3624 Referrals BugWhen the user had created a patients referral letter and 
then completed the handover the custom prescription 
report would have overwritten the patient's referral letter. 
This was only occurring when the application was 
configured to use modal referral letter and use custom 
refraction report,

All

FOC-3428 Refraction BugTwo new contact lens prescription configuration options 
have been added:
1) Users now have the ability to specify which of the 5 
basic contact lens prescriptions fields ( base curve, 

All
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diameter, sphere, cylinder, axis and add ) are to be 
mandatory. 
2) Users now have the ability to specify if a second 
sphere and second base are to be included in the 
mandatory fields list.

FOC-3787 Refraction BugIn the Rx module when a user moved between 
perscriptions using the 'Next' and 'Previous' buttons a 
pop up message saying "No recall scheme has been 
selected, Are you sure you wish to remove the recall 
scheme for this patient?" this was occuring 3 times on a 
single click.

All

FOC-3468 Reports BugWhen a late benefit was applied to a tendered Fee 
dispense, the VAT Breakdown Audit report was 
populating the Fee payment value in the Vatable column 
and not in Non-VAT column. The Late Benefit amount 
applied to the fee was omitted from the report, none of 
the Benefit columns was populated.

All

FOC-3475 Reports BugA raw data report export has been added to the 
application to allow the customers to access and use 
report data for accounting, stock management, and to 
feed data into external systems.

All

FOC-3765 Reports BugThe Items By Type report was displaying an error 'Single 
Row Subquery returns more than one row' when the 
report was grouped by supplier.

All

FOC-3560 SMS BugIn the Option Maintenance screen on the SMS 
Messaging tab, the list of available templates when 
double clicking on the 'appointment reminder SMS 
selection' dropdown was incorrect. It was listing all letter 
templates and should only have been listing appointment 
SMS type templates.

All

FOC-3355 SMS Survey EnhancementA new function has been added to allow the business to 
send Survey SMS text to patients to obtain feedback 
relating to their visits and products they purchased. This 
change relates to the configuration options added in the 
system where the business can set up templates and 
delivery settings for up to 3 survey types.

All

FOC-3891 Stock and 
Catalogue

BugThe search options for products are incorrect for non-
stocked products. The options Range, Model and 
Material are incorrectly appearing for these search 
options.

All

FOC-2876 Web Diary BugIn the Web Diary / Matching / History screen an error 
message has been added if the Select Patient button is 
pressed for a web booking that has not been approved.

All

FOC-2877 Web Diary BugIn the Web Matching screen, if Select Patient was 
pressed, the patient would be selected on the Patient 
Screen but the Web Matching screen would remain open.

All

FOC-3816 eGOS Bug(Scotland) When using the eGOS OWF method for 
transmitting claim data to the NHS, on the GOS1 claim 
form did not have all of the medical conditions tick boxes 
were deselecting when a user clicked on the "none of the 
above" tick box.

All
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FOC-3967 Contact 
Lenses

BugWhen running on a Windows 8 or Windows 10 client, the 
contact lens trials screen would sometimes freeze if a 
part value had been typed in a dropdown control and 
nothing selected

All

FOC-3916 Dispensing BugIf a spectacle dispense was ordered from the Jobs 
Pending tab in the Patient Jobs screen, the Glazing 
Workshop column was not being populated

All

FOC-3958 Dispensing BugWhen the user entered a frame barcode within the 
Spectacle Dispense screen, it would retrieve previous 
frame details rather than the currently entered barcode 
details.

All

FOC-3964 Dispensing BugExcluding a cylinder value from the patients prescription 
was causing the preferred lens section to show the 
incorrect pricing.

All

FOC-3976 File Export BugWhen running the application in a hosted or centralised 
environment, file exports from the application (such as a 
report export as an Excel file) were not working. While 
the user was able to select the output folder location and 
file name, the export itself saved the file on the hosted 
environment and was not copied over to the user's own 
client PC.

All

FOC-3930 Letters BugThe Patient Letter and Email template screen was 
missing <<PS>> and <<Notes>> bookmarks.

All

FOC-3932 Letters BugThe 'Clinical Visit' bookmarks have been removed from 
the application as there are no related fields in the 
application.

All

FOC-3934 Letters EnhancementIn the Letter / Email Templates screen some of the 
longer named bookmarks could not be viewed in full.

All

FOC-3951 Ordering BugA 'missing calcCompLeftPrescription field' error occurred 
within the application when the user had gone to the 
Jobs module just after they had cancelled a sale that has 
a pending order. This then led to an access violation error 
when accessing any module within the application.

All

FOC-3920 Patient EnhancementA new 'Communications History' screen has been added 
into Focus 2.0. The Letter button on the left hand menu 
now has a dropdown menu with the option for this new 
screen. 
If the Letter button is pressed without clicking on the 
dropdown arrow, the Letters screen is the default.
This is now available for all users.

All

FOC-3926 Patient BugOn the Patient screen, the male and female name 
search controls were only listing 20 records.
On the Diary new appointment screen, the male and 
female name search controls were only listing 20 records.

All

FOC-3945 Stock and 
Catalogue

BugWhen entering the Stocked Products maintenance 
screen, Focus 2.0 would sometimes freeze whilst 
loading. Flickering of the screen could also occur if the 
user clicked off the application whilst the stock screen 
was loading

All

FOC-3961 Version 
Contents

EnhancementThe version contents link from the configuration drop 
down menu now navigates the user to a web page 
containing the applications version contents.

All
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FOC-3946 eGOS 
Scotland

EnhancementFor Scottish GOS (OWF) new codes have been added to 
the Early Retest and Supplementary Reason codes to 
bring in line with the changes made by the NHS.

All
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FOC-3978 Letters BugIn Focus 2.0 Clinical systems, the merge group 'Visit' 
was missing from the Letter Maintenance screen.

All

FOC-3980 Letters BugIn Focus 2.0 Clinical systems, the merge group 'Clinical 
Visit' was missing from the Letter Maintenance screen.

All
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FOC-3993 Diary BugIn the Diary Screen, if more than one appointment was 
marked as 'Arrived' in one session in that screen, the 
second appointment would not have the recall details for 
the patient updated correctly.

All

FOC-3995 Patients BugNot all record locks were being removed for the current 
patient on screen when the user Quit from Focus 2.0

All

FOC-4002 Stock and 
Catalogue

BugThe Stock Screen loading times have been improved. 
The first load of the Stock Screen will always take 
approximately twice as long as subsequent loads though.

All

FOC-3613 Till BugOn occasion with the multi user till shifts enabled the till 
shift was reverting to a prior state and the totals were 
incorrect.

All

FOC-3977 Till BugSome user staff types were not able to access the Till 
because of the message 'The entered PIN number does 
not have Till configured' when accessing the Till module.

All
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FOC-4026 Diary Notes BugIf a user used a notes dialogue to edit diary notes, the 
diary refreshed, and then the notes dialogue was closed, 
it looked like notes were saved.  However when the user 
left the diary module and came back, the notes were 
missing.

All

FOC-4007 Dispensing BugThe Lens Selection Criteria on the Lens Details tab of 
Spectacle Dispensing was only listing 20 records.

All

FOC-4028 Letters BugFocus 2.0  users who are not using the Referrals Module 
only. If the Print DPP button was pressed in the Patient 
GDPR screen, then the letters shown were only those of 
type "GDPR".

All

FOC-3997 Patient BugThe Patient Search drop down controls in the Patient 
Screen and in the New Appointment Dialog in the Diary 
would sometimes select the wrong patient if the patient 
selected had lower case letters at the start of their 
surnames.

All

FOC-4006 Refraction BugFocus 2.0 Clinical only. If Near and/or Intermediate adds 
were removed from the prescription on Basic Rx tab and 
cyls were present, the Refraction Report would still show 
the cyl values for the Near and Intermediate prescriptions

All

FOC-4015 Refraction BugIn the Spectacle Prescription Screen (Basic Rx tab in 
Focus 2.0 Clinical), the full Near and Intermediate 
prescriptions were not being populated when Near and 
Intermediate Adds were present

All

FOC-4027 Stock and 
Catalogue

BugThe Stock Maintenance Screen was taking a few 
minutes to load for some users.

All

FOC-4021 Till BugThe Till Basket functionality was not taking into 
consideration the late discount applied to the sale. The 
late discount was only applied at the end of the tender 
process which led to incorrect discount allocation and 
payment allocation.

All

FOC-4017 eGOS 
Scotland

BugWhen submitting eGOS Scotland OWF claims using a 
windows 10 machine, the application would crash.

All
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FOC-4052 Recalls BugIn the non-clinical version of Focus 2.0, when a new 
prescription was being inserted and the Recall details set 
to be updated, the Recall details were not being updated. 
 However, the patient Recall details were still updatable 
from the Main Patient Display.

All

FOC-4053 Reports BugThe Patient History Report had a some labels which 
were in French.

All
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FOC-3063 Benefits EnhancementThe Amount Paid column in the Benefit Tracking Report 
was not relevant and has been removed from the report

All

FOC-3254 CL Refraction BugIn the Enhanced Contact Lens Prescription screen, if the 
eraser button was pressed on the Right Eye Model 
control then the Clinical Notes at the bottom of the 
screen were deleted as well as the lens details. This only 
happened if the setting to 'Always clear the contact lens 
prescription' was set to True.

All

FOC-4091 CL Refraction BugIn the Contact Lens Rx Screen, if the left lens was 
copied to the right lens, sometimes the Clinical Notes 
would be lost.

All

FOC-4083 Configuration EnhancementA new setting has been added to control if the Cancel 
mandate status will clear the banking information or not.

All

FOC-4001 Dispensing BugIn the Spectacle Dispense Screen, if search criteria was 
typed into the Lens Reference controls, it was being 
ignored and listed more lenses than should have been 
listed.

All

FOC-4073 Dispensing BugIn Dispense/Sales if an exchange was completed for a 
dispense which had a benefit and the new dispense had 
a benefit which was less than the exchanged benefit 
amount, this would leave a balance to pay. If that 
balance was then assigned to C.O.D. the 'Take To Till' 
button would not be enabled for this dispense to allow 
the patient to pay the balance.

All

FOC-4064 Email BugWhen the user emailed from the query module, patients 
may have received an empty email.

All

FOC-4105 GOS BugIn the Clinical Rx Summary screen, near/intermediate cyl 
values were not always being updated if the distance cyl 
value was amended.
If a Retinoscopy or Auto-Refractor prescription was 
added/amended and then the subjective cyl value 
amended without leaving the Summary screen, when the 
subjective prescription was copied to the given 
prescription on the Summary screen, the near and 
intermediate cyl values were not being calculated.

All

FOC-4078 Hosted BugWhen creating a new staff member on a Hosted Focus 
2.0 system, there was a problem with the permissions 
being granted to the user.

All

FOC-4085 Ocuco Catalog BugSome of the staging tables used for the importing of 
catalogues contained an erroneous column. This caused 
an error during import.

All

FOC-2198 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

BugIn the Patient Mandate Screen, if the Status was 
changed, and the "Reason for the status change" was 
cancelled, then the original status on the mandate was 
lost and the Record Reason dialog appeared for a 
second time.

All

FOC-4096 Refraction BugSome prescriptions in the non-clinical version of Focus 
2.0 were missing the cylinder and axis values for the 
near and intermediate prescriptions.

All

FOC-3983 Reports BugWhere a spectacle dispense contained a discount for the 
lenses portion of the dispense and that spectacle 
dispense was later edited to remove the lens discount, 

All
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then the amount reported on the ZZ Report for that item 
still showed the discounted amount.

FOC-4070 Reports BugIn the Stock Valuation Report, the Cost column was 
always showing the Average Cost

All
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FOC-4174 Benefits Enhancement(England Only)
Activity data on NHS sight tests, optical vouchers and 
repairs/replacement are collected via a series of GOS 
forms, that now are submitted electronically using Focus:
GOS1 -  NHS sight tests, including information of patient 
eligibility status.
GOS3  - NHS optical vouchers, including information on 
patient eligibility status.
GOS5 -  Private sight tests with partial help towards the 
full costs.

Main features:

Claim status updates are achieved real time. The 
submission process is seamless and takes only a few 
minutes from form completion, to submission and 
acceptance, and for payment. The claim statuses can be 
tracked in the Focus Benefit Tracking module, using the 
the different process status, and in a more granular level, 
using the Submission History, with updates coming 
directly from PCSE.

Electronic signature capturing is also a new mandatory 
feature to support the full eGOS. This feature allows the 
forms to be signed electronically so that the signatures 
are sent alongside the claim. Focus has validations in 
place to prevent form submission without all required 
signatures.

A Voucher creation/validation is introduced for GOS 3, to 
allow the creation of a voucher on a new form for the 
patient to take away, or the validation of an existing 
voucher to prevent claim submission with invalid or used 
up vouchers. This voucher creation and validation 
happens real-time with PCSE.

GOS form validation ensures all the required information 
is captured before claim submission. Focus caters for 
three tiers of validations. One for the basic form data, to 
ensure the form filled in properly. The second, electronic 
signature validation, to ensure all the signatures are 
captured for submission. And finally, a third level, just 
before submission in the Benefit Tracking module, to 
ensure all the information is correct, increasing the claim 
success rate.

Claims in a Submitted state in Benefit Tracking will be 
processed automatically with real time s

All

FOC-4229 Benefits BugWhen dispensing fees that have linked benefits 
associated with them, the system was not linking the 
benefit to the appropriate GOS form.

All

FOC-4230 Benefits BugWhen sorting claims in the benefits screen by using the 
Claim Type column, users were receiving a "Field index 
out of range" error.

All
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FOC-4231 Benefits Bug(England Only) When creating or editing a GOS6 form, it 
was not possible to change the NHS or NI numbers. This 
was incorrect as these are the values copied from the 
patient file and should be editable.

All

FOC-4232 Benefits Enhancement(England Only) When creating a new GOS form, the 
'Test Practitioner' name was defaulting to the name of the 
current user. This has been changed to use the name in 
the 'Prescribed by' field in the Rx Given screen.

All

FOC-4233 Benefits EnhancementThe current functionality for "Small Frames" and "Special 
Facial Characteristics" has been changed to come in line 
with the new GOS3 form standards.

All

FOC-4234 Benefits EnhancementA validation button has been added to the GOS1, 3, 4, 5 
and 6 forms which allow the user to self-validate the 
forms. This ensures their completion, especially when 
submitting to eGOS.

All

FOC-4235 Benefits Enhancement(England Only) When a GOS claim has been submitted, 
the related GOS form should not be editable and made 
read only. They should only be editable if rejected or 
pending/ready.

All

FOC-4236 Benefits Enhancement(England Only) When a claim has been sent to the 
rejection tab and the decision is then to delete this 
claim, it was not possible to do so from the rejection tab. 
This claim had to be moved to pending to do so. The 
delete option has now been added to the rejection tab.

All

FOC-4237 Benefits EnhancementThe new GOS forms require a performer number. This 
performer number was previously validated to ensure the 
value contained OPL which is no longer valid as the 
performer numbers only contain the number portion of 
those original values. As a result, this feature has been 
bypassed.

All

FOC-4238 Benefits Bug(England Only) When dispensing a fee which has been 
configured to have an associated benefit, users were not 
being warned when there were no valid GOS forms to link 
to when the new benefit was being created.

All

FOC-4239 Benefits BugOn the GOS5 form, the labels for "Accompanied" and 
"Reason" have had their caption changed to be more 
easily understood as they were causing confusion.

All

FOC-4241 Benefits Bug(England Only) When creating a GOS1 form for a patient 
over 60, the system automatically sets the "To be signed 
by" to be the guardian. This is not the case as a patient 
over the age of 60 can be more than capable of signing 
their form therefore this has been removed.

All

FOC-4242 Benefits EnhancementAdditional validation has been added to the "Benefit 
Tracking" screen. This ensures that all signatures have 
been entered for the GOS1 form when the user moves a 
claim forward from pending.

All

FOC-4243 Benefits Enhancement(England Only) Extra validation has been added to the 
GOS1 form for school, hospital and GP addresses to 
ensure these are completed when the options are 
selected to stop rejected claims.

All

FOC-4244 Benefits EnhancementIf a GOS4 claim form is to be signed by a guardian, their 
name and address must be included. Therefore, 

All
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additional validation has been added to ensure these are 
completed.

FOC-4245 Benefits EnhancementIf a GOS3 claim form is to be signed by a guardian, their 
name and address must be included. Therefore, 
additional validation has been added to ensure these are 
completed.

All

FOC-4246 Benefits BugIt was not possible to edit the guardian information on the 
GOS1 form as it was being made read-only.  It is 
possible to do this on the GOS3 and therefore has been 
changed so that both can be edited.

All

FOC-4247 Benefits BugIf a GOS1 claim form is to be signed by a guardian, their 
name and address must be included. Therefore, 
additional validation has been added to ensure these are 
completed.

All

FOC-4248 Benefits Bug(England only) The GP list on the GOS1 claim was 
showing all professionals regardless of their type and 
should only show professionals of GP type.

All

FOC-4249 Benefits BugWhen using the "Copy Sight Test" feature on the GOS1 
and 3 forms, not all the information was being copied 
which was causing incorrect claims.

All

FOC-4250 Benefits Bug(England Only) On the GOS3 form, users could select 
different supplier and patient order types. Additional 
validation has been added to ensure these are the same 
as this causes rejected claims.

All

FOC-4251 Benefits Bug(England Only) Additional validation has been added to 
the GOS3 form to ensure users have entered consistent 
information when selecting either 1 or 2 pairs.

All

FOC-4252 Benefits Enhancement(England Only) Additional validation has been added to 
the GOS3 form to prevent users entering incorrect 
voucher types when selecting Bifocal/Varifocal glasses 
as incorrect selections can cause rejected claims.

All

FOC-4253 Benefits Bug(England Only) The test date being automatically 
populated on the GOS1 and 3 forms has been changed 
to use the prescription date instead of the visit date.

All

FOC-4254 Benefits Bug(England Only) The test date being automatically 
populated on the GOS6 form has been changed to use 
the visit date instead of the prescription date.

All

FOC-4255 Benefits Bug(England Only) The test date being automatically 
populated on the GOS5 form has been changed to use 
the visit date instead of the prescription date.

All

FOC-4256 Benefits Bug(England Only) On the GOS3 form, Prism controlled 
bifocal can only be used with a voucher type H therefore 
extra validation has been added to ensure this is set 
correctly.

All

FOC-4257 Benefits Bug(England Only) GOS 1 claims were being rejected when 
'No Prescription' and 'Issued a Voucher' were ticked 
because a patients cannot be issued a voucher if no 
prescription is needed.  Therefore, additional validation 
has been added to ensure these cannot be selected 
together.

All

FOC-4258 Benefits Bug(England Only) Additional validation has been added to All
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the GOS 6 form to prevent users from selecting invalid 
statement combinations as these cause rejected claims.

FOC-4259 Benefits Bug(England Only) Additional validation has been added to 
the GOS 5 form to ensure the "Patient Was" section is 
selected when the "Unable to Attend" is also selected as 
this causes rejected claims.

All

FOC-4260 Benefits Bug(England Only) On the GOS 3, 4 and 6 forms, the under 
16 age limit validation was not triggering correctly when 
the patient was exactly 16.

All

FOC-4261 Benefits Bug(England Only) When users changed the patient 
contribution value on the GOS 5 form, the totals were not 
updating correctly which could result in wrong totals 
being claimed for.

All

FOC-4262 Benefits Enhancement(England Only) New fields have been added to the GOS 
5 form to capture the sight test address as this is 
required on the new GOS form and for electronic 
submission (eGOS).

All

FOC-4263 Benefits BugExtra validation has been added to the GOS 1, 5 and 6 
forms to ensure that users enter a "Contractor Name", as 
missing these cause rejections.

All

FOC-4264 Benefits Bug(England Only) The claim totals on the GOS 3 form were 
being calculated wrong when using the 1st and 2nd pair 
tick boxes to assume zero cost prices.

All

FOC-4265 Benefits Enhancement(England Only) Users were unable to progress any 
GOS3 forms without entering a voucher code when 
eGOS was switched on. This was incorrect as these 
codes are only applicable when voucher has been 
presented from another store. Therefore, a new setting 
has been added to allow this to be bypassed to facilitate 
customers who work remotely and have no internet 
connection to the eGOS service

All

FOC-4266 Benefits Bug(England Only) When adding a new GP via the GOS 1 
form, the system was doing this process twice which in 
turn was creating 2 entries

All

FOC-4267 Benefits BugWhen selecting hospital for the patient in GOS 1 form 
this was incorrectly over-writing the patient's GP.

All

FOC-4268 Benefits Bug(England Only) Additional validation has been added to 
the GOS1 form to ensure a value has been selected for 
"patient was issued a statement" or "had a changed or 
unchanged prescription" as these are required and cause 
rejected claims.

All

FOC-4269 Benefits Bug(England Only) When using eGOS and GOS3 form, extra 
validation has been added to the claim amounts to 
ensure the amount does not go over the maximum value 
allowed.

All

FOC-4277 Benefits Bug(UK Only) Within the GOS 1, GOS 3 and GOS 5 forms 
the initial date for the last sight test is populated 
differently based on a new setting.  It will either populate 
from the Rx Given screen or from the last patient visit.

All

FOC-4279 Benefits Bug(England Only)  The upper age limit checks on the GOS 
form has been removed as this is a fixed value and 

All
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changes depending on GOS rules.  Therefore only the 
lower age limits are validated.

FOC-4072 Dispensing BugIn Focus 2.0 if a Spectacle Dispense had a stock frame 
and 'Pair Own Lenses', then the Dispense Fulfilment 
screen was allowing a blank Order Type, which in turn 
was causing problems in the Jobs Screen. 
The validation is now checking for this and enforcing one 
of the Order Type options to be chosen from the 
dropdown list.

All

FOC-4302 Equipment 
Links

EnhancementRT-5100 link now available in Focus 2.0 All

FOC-4280 Patients BugThe retirement age for pension has changed over the last 
few years, but the validation on eGOS was still using 
fixed ages for females and males. There will be one 
standard age now which can be changed via a setting 
and no gender distinction.

All

FOC-3929 Payments and 
Supply 
Manager

EnhancementIn the Payment and Supply Manager (PASM) the files 
produced for electronic submission to Eazipay, the 
AUDDIS and BACs files, has been changed back to the 
old file format that was before the SHA2 Compliant file 
format was introduced into the application.

All

FOC-4228 eMails EnhancementSome customer emails were not delivered due to TLS 
version restrictions.

All
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FOC-4294 Benefits BugThe GOS1 and GOS5 screens had spelling mistakes in 
the Retest Codes dropdown lists.

All

FOC-4312 Benefits BugFor non-egos systems, the GOS5 screen had a display 
issue whereby two controls were being displayed over 
the top of other controls.

All

FOC-4318 Central 
Maintenance

BugeGOS England is now available for Central Maintenance 
customers.

All
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FOC-4345 Benefits BugSome non-eGOS claims were being treated as eGOS 
claims in the 'Benefit Tracking module.  When the claims 
were processed from the Pending tab they would be 
given a status of 'Submitted'

All

FOC-4348 Benefits BugFor English eGOS claims, the GOS3 claim was not 
always linking to the prescription

All
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